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BRANDING OF EDUCATION

BY: SURESH PAUL

MECHANICS:

BRANDING OF
EDUCATION
“The most abominable monster now threatening
the intellectual health and the integrity of pure enquiry as well as conscientious teaching is the language of advertising, or better, the machinery of
propaganda.” - Jones, R. (2013, July 18).

A

sk any educator. She would sigh, “Oh!
My plate is full! But my joy is not overflowing. As if we did not have enough on
our plates, here is another opinion piece
on the branding of education.” There are
many amongst us who wonder at the strange and tenuous connection between branding and education. Marketing, of which branding is but an essential part, is considered by many an academic and laymen alike as
injurious to health!
Marketing and education make for strange bedfellows
and reeks of moral revulsion, or so it seems. It is indicative of our times that appearing on prime time TV and
getting their faces pictured in the media is the only ambition left unfulfilled for many educators. But what is really required is to fit education into a marketing framework! However, many would naturally ask whether
students are customers? This is both problematic and a
heresy. Problematic since failure of the student to qualify
cannot be construed as failure of the service or product!
Heresy because many of us educators believe that this is
strongly at variance with established beliefs or customs.
Maybe it would be comforting to call students clients instead of as customers.
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Services dominate the global economy. India will be no
different – where agriculture and manufacturing previously dominated, our society will soon transform itself
into a predominantly service-based economy. Even now,
while services contribute only to about a third of employment, the value add to India’s GDP is nearly two-thirds.
The Clark-Fisher hypothesis and its later formulations
argue that as nations become industrialised, employment necessarily shifts from one sector to another. Economists have observed the activity of the larger part of the
workforce and classified the economy into five stages or
sectors.
At the base of the pyramid is the primary sector that is
founded on the extraction of nature’s bounty and so directly dependent on the environment. The secondary sector comprising of manufacturing, processing and construction industries, adds value to natural resources by
transforming them into valuable products. The tertiary
sector includes both the production and the exchange of
services. Specialized tertiary activities in the knowledge
sector are classified in the quaternary sector. And at the
apex is the quinary sector that focusses on the creation,
re-arrangement and interpretation of ideas. The providing of education falls under the apex sector.
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If the education sector in India were to reap its fullest
potential and add value to the economy, we need to first
understand the nature of education. Traditionally, very
little information has been made available to students
about what to expect in an educational programme.
Such asymmetrical information combined with the fact
that an educational experience inherently defies standardization across institutions, programmes, faculty, students, makes education high on credence qualities. This
means that even after having breezed through an educational programme, parents and their wards seldom find
it possible to meaningfully evaluate the outcomes. Very
few of them possess the skills needed to evaluate
whether the programme has delivered as per claims
made. Therefore, there is a pressing need for accreditation, quality assurance, regulation, peer review and the
like.
The need for oversight becomes all the more critical
given that the education space has become very
crowded. The onus of funding is now on the individual.
What was once funded by the state is now funded by the
banking system as it were. Subsequently in most of our
educational institutions, and especially bereft of state
funding, the onus has shifted to the individual.
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Even in those institutions which receive
some state funding, free market or pseudo
free market forces dictate the fees charged
and the facilities offered. However, the state
retains some control like with regard to the
student intake, fee, and faculty qualifications. This in addition to recognition requirements by statutory bodies like the UGC
and AICTE. Moreover, educational standards are sought to be maintained through
Internal Quality Assurance Cells instituted
in most higher educational institutions today.
It is again indicative of our times that
many of our educational institutions have
made a make-over in the race to better
standards. Though marketing and higher
education may make for strange bedfellows,
there is no denying that they have to live together. Faced with ever-increasing competition to attract students, faculty, funds and
recruiters, and to motivate and retain faculty, institutions have started paying attention to the value that a concerted branding
strategy has to offer. While non-profit organisations have already adopted branding
strategies, many educational institutions
have been quick to follow.
Why do we need to brand education?
In a crowded marketplace, educational institutions have
to position themselves in the minds of prospective students and parents. Like other products and services, they
have to design and offer a great learning experience, at
an affordable cost, under a conducive institutional environment, and finally communicate to key stakeholders
including potential recruiters. Educators need to recognize that the very act of seeking accreditation, like from
the National Board of Accreditation is but an overt association with a brand
Thus, the education sector can no more afford to view
marketing and branding as another dirty word. To do so,
administrators first need to listen and capture the voice
of the stakeholders, moderate their expectations, frame
mutually agreed outcomes and meet those expectations
in a manner that delivers value to all stakeholders. In a
subsequent opinion-piece, we shall explore the mechanics of branding education.<
Prof. Suresh is working as an Associate Professor in
the Marketing area at IIM Tiruchirappalli
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